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Abstract 
This study was conducted to determine the optimal performance of automated log-rotation systems that 
are integrated into most softwood sawmill canter infeed systems. 
 
The study was conducted on a quad roll log turner mounted in front of an SLI (single length infeed) type 
canter infeed. A first test served to determine the log turner’s initial performance and to determine the 
main sources of log rotation error. Mechanical modifictions were subsequently made with the 
collaboration of the equipment manufacturer. These modifications were followed by a second 
performance test. Certain improvements were noted, especially with respect to post-rotation log 
positioning. A second set of corrective measures focused on improving log turner rotation accuracy prior 
to conducting the final performance test.    
 
Initially, the standard deviation (SD) for the the study system’s rotation error was 36 degrees. After two 
sets of technical corrective measures, the SD with respect to log rotation accuracy dropped to 24 degrees. 
In order to achieve this level of accuracy, certain mechanical components were modified and others were 
replaced due to wear. PLC programming was also reviewed in order to more effectively synchronize 
pressure roller sequencing and to preposition the log rotation rollers. A simulated rotation improvement 
from a standard deviation of 36 to 24 degrees represents increased benefits of 2% or $2/m³ for the study 
sawmill. The improvement potential would have been double, however, if the SD reflecting the rotation 
error could have been brought down to 10 degrees. Rotation accuracy could likely have been further 
improved, however, this would have been difficult to achieve and maintain with current technology.   
 
In the future, manufacturers should focus on the development of new types of equipment capable of 
achieving better results, especially for processing small-diameter logs at high speed. Furthermore, log 
turners would benefit from the addition of continuous monitoring and control systems to ensure optimal 
log position at all times. Moreover, self-correcting, closed-loop systems would also improve the 
performance of roller-equipped log turners.    
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1 Objectives 
To analyse and assess current log-turning technology in order to improve its accuracy.  
 
 

2 Introduction 
For primary breakdown purposes, canter infeeds are almost always equiped with log turners. Early log 
turners were controlled by an operator whose task was to position a log with any curvature in the upward 
position and to select the appropriate breakdown pattern for the size and shape of the log. The arrival of 
optimizers and scanners resulted in the automation of log turning and breakdown pattern selection. 
 
Forintek has carried out assessments of log turners on several occasions within the framework of primary 
breakdown performance evaluation contracts and various sawmill diagnostic studies. In general, the 
accuracy of these systems left much to be desired. The SD for rotation errors ranged from 20 to 30 
degrees against expectations of accuracy of ± 5 degrees. The best results were achieved with log turners 
operating at low speeds (250 ft/min.) with large logs.  
 
Most log turners use the same technology, that is, a system comprising dual or quad spiked rollers which 
respectively apply opposite vertical movements to each side of a log in order to ensure its rotation over a 
given angle. Figure 1 illustrates the operating principle of this type of equipment. Rotation is dynamic, 
that is, it is achieved while the log is being conveyed to the canter. Spiked feed rollers serve two 
purposes: they rotate a log while moving it forward along the processing line. 

 
 
Figure 1 Operating principle of a quad roll log turner   
 
Although the industry uses other types of log turners, this study focused on a roll-based system because it 
is the most widely used. 
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There are also continuous control systems that make it possible to monitor a log’s positioning during its 
rotation. According to equipment manufacturers, these systems significantly improve log turner accuracy 
while reducing the rotation error to an acceptable level. The implementation of such systems, however, 
requires a complete upgrade of the rotation system. New components (sensors, cameras, etc.) and 
modifications of the log turner control system are required. Despite the availability of such systems, the 
objective of this project was to improve the performance of existing conventional systems. 
  
 

3 Background 
Improving log rotation accuracy is a major challenge for the softwood lumber industry. Average log 
volumes are declining, the pace of operations is increasing, and so are feed speeds. This complicates any 
attempt to improve positioning accuracy at each sawmill processing centre and at primary breakdown rigs 
in particular, since logs are involved. It is always more difficult to ensure and maintain the proper 
positioning of round-shaped material lacking a machined surface. In such an environment, new equipment 
development and improvement of existing technology are required to enhance sawmill performance and 
competitiveness. 
 
In the first phase of this project entitled Comparison of different canter infeeds – Primary breakdown, we 
demonstrated the importance of rotation accuracy on sawmill economic return  (Figure 2).  With respect 
to log rotation errors, most of the log turners assessed by Forintek exhibit an average SD ranging from 25 
to 30 degrees.  This translates into a loss in value due to rotation inaccuracy of 1% to 6%, depending on 
the type of canter infeed system.  Optimized infeed systems are less likely to be influenced by rotation 
errors than convetional automatic self-centering systems.  Improvements of rotation accuracy with a SD 
of 10 degrees translates into gains ranging from $0.50 to 2.25/m³, depending on the type of infeed. 
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Figure 2 Impact of rotation accuracy on economic return 
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5 Materials and Methods 
5.1 Description of the system studied 
While log turners execute the log rotation process, rotation accuracy is affected by mechanical 
components in front of the log turner, by the log turner itself and by mechanical components that transport 
the log to the cutting tools. The system studied comprised a single length infeed (SLI) illustrated in Figure 
3 . The log is conveyed past the scanner on a V-chain prior to its rotation by the vertical roll of the log 
turner. Upon completion of the rotation process, a hold-down system comprised of a profiled chain that 
includes flytes and pressure rollers conveys the log to the cutting tools. Log rotation accuracy depends on 
the following factors: 
 
• unintentional movement of the log on the V-chain; 
• transfer of the log from the V-chain to the log turner; 
• inaccuracy of the log turner during the rotation process; 
• transfer of the log from the log turner to the hold-down system; 
• unintentional log movement in the hold-down system. 
 
The identification of problem zones and appropriate corrective measures were a prerequisite to the 
improvement of rotation accuracy. The following sections describe the study method. 
 

 
 
 

TToouurrnnee--bbiilllleess  SSccaannnneeuurr  ((CChhaaîînnee  eenn  VV))  

MMaaiinnttiieenn  ((CChhaaîînnee  ééttaaggééee))    DDéébbiittaaggee    

  LLoogg  ttuurrnneerr            SSccaannnneerr  ((VV--cchhaaiinn))        

HHoolldd--ddoowwnn  ((PPrrooffiilleedd  cchhaaiinn))  BBrreeaakkddoowwnn  

 
 
Figure 3 Description of the SLI infeed system 
 
5.2 Method 
The study was conducted in close collaboration with technical sawmill personnel and the equipment 
manufacturer in order to ensure effective results. The method used was patterned on a continuous 
improvement process like the one illustrated in Figure 4. The following sections describe each stage of 
this process. 
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Assessment of the log 
turner through a 

sawmill test 

 
Figure 4 Log turner continuous improvement process 
 
5.2.1 Assessment of log turner accuracy 

Three assessments of log turner accuracy were conducted. The first established the system’s initial 
performance. Each assessment test focused on identifying the causes of rotation error and implementing 
corrective measures. The same approach was followed in each of the other tests. 
 
5.2.1.1 Preparation of the sample logs 

For each test, 50 sample logs were selected from the log bins. Table 1 presents the log distribution by 
breakdown pattern that was used for all tests. Sample log preparation involved drawing a reference arrow 
across their trailing extremity, as well as a sequential number. The direction of the arrow was insignificant 
since it only indicated a reference position.  
 
Table 1  Distribution of sample logs 
 

Log Bin Breakdown Pattern Distribution (%) 
1 0-3-0 60 
2 0-4-0 30 
3 0-6-0 10 

 
5.2.1.2 Log breakdown  

Log breakdown was achieved log by log, in accordance with standard operating procedures and at 
production feed speeds, without stopping the log on the infeed system during the breakdown phase. 
 
Log advance during the breakdown process was monitored using a digital video camera focused on the 
reference arrow and a good lighting system.  Filming started the moment a log was scanned and continued 
as it passed through the positioning and hold-down components all the way to the canter. Photos 
indicating the log’s reference arrow were extracted from the video sequences. 
 

Identification of the 
causes of error and 

solutions 

Implementation of 
mechanical corrective 

measures and/or software 
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In Figure 5, Photo No. 1 shows a log on the V-chain before its rotation. Photo No. 2 shows the log just 
after its rotation and the opening of the log turner rollers. Photo No. 3 is a static photo (flipped 90 
degrees) that shows the final post-breakdown angle. Thus, it was possible to compare the angle of rotation 
determined by the optimizer with the real angle of rotation (Photo No. 2 – Photo No. 1) in order to 
determine the log rotation error. The error due to the hold-down system corresponds to the difference 
between the angles in Photos Nos. 3 and 2. 
 

   
                      Photo #1                                                        Photo #2                                                   Photo #3 
 
Figure 5  Monitoring log rotation 
 
5.2.2 Identification of the causes of errors and solutions 

Analysis of the video sequences clearly highlighted the various causes of log rotation inaccuracy. Several 
images were extracted from the video sequences to analyse log movement during the breakdown process 
in order to identify the causes of rotation error. 
 
Table 2  Observations based on video sequences 
 
Action/video Image Observed Errors 

Log on V-chain in the scanner  Position of reference arrow on the log 

Log on V-chain just in front of the log turner Unintentional log movement during its advance on 
the V-chain 

Closing of log turner rollers Poor log transfer between the V-chain and the log 
turner 

On completion of log rotation Inaccuracy of the log turner during the rotation 
process 

Opening of log turner rollers Poor log transfer from the log turner to the hold-
down system at the canter infeed 

Static photo of the cant exiting the canter Unintentional log movement in the hold-down 
system 
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Following the analysis of the results, a meeting was held with mill technical personnel and equipment 
manufacturer representatives to identify the causes of errors and come up with solutions. Several 
solutions were proposed, including simple and major modifications, some of which were costly and 
complex. The solutions retained had to meet the following criteria: 
 
• low-cost implementation; 
• feasible in the short term; 
• no impact on production (feed speeds, pace of operations, etc.).  
 
5.2.3 Implementation of corrective measures  

Mechanical and/or software solutions meeting the above criteria were implemented in the sawmill. At the 
end of a breaking-in period that lasted a few weeks, a second test was conducted to quantify the gains in 
accuracy achieved as a result of the first set of modifications. Upon completion of the second assessment, 
additional modifications were made. These were followed by a final accuracy test. We determined that 
the level of accuracy achieved as a result of the final modifications represented the optimal level of 
performance for this type of log turner given the operating conditions of the study system. 
  
 

6 Results 
6.1 Interpretation of the results 
The results of this study are presented in terms of standard deviations (SD) and mean values. The level of 
error quantified by the SD is a statistical indicator of data dispersion around the arithmetic mean in a 
normal distribution curve, which is the case for rotation errors. 
 
Errors are represented in three sub-categories: 
 
• errors in front of the log turner (including unintentional log movements and errors resulting from the 

transfer of logs from the V-chain to the log turner); 
• errors due to the log turner (when logs are seized by the rollers); 
• errors occuring during the hold-down phase (including errors resulting from the transfer of logs from 

the log turner to the hold-down system, as well as unintentional movements of the logs during their 
conveyance to the cutting tools). 

 
The combined error includes all the types of errors and corresponds to the difference between the angle 
reflecting the final position of the cant after processing and the angle determined by the optimizing 
system.  
 
The mean error corresponds to the average of the combined errors for all the sample logs. This indicator 
helps to determine whether log rotation is biased on one side or the other (positive or negative bias). 
Normally, the mean error should tend towards zero.  
 
6.2 Initial log turner assessment 
Table 3 presents the results of the initial test of the log turner and the initial performance of the equipment 
used in this study. The SD of the errors noted in front of the log turner was 13 degrees. The SD of errors 
associated with the log turner was 17 degrees and the SD of errors associated with the hold-down system 
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was 26 degrees. The SD of the combined errors was 36 degrees. The mean error indicates that log rotation 
has a slight positive bias equivalent to 4 degrees. The initial results indicated that the log hold-down 
system should be the primary focus of interest.  
 
Table 3  Results of the initial log turner assessment (Test No. 1) 
 

Errors by Zone Standard Deviation (degrees) 
In front of the log turner 13 
In the log turner 17 
In the hold-down system 26 
Combined error 36 
Mean error 4 

 
6.2.1 Identification of problem zones and solutions 

The analysis of video sequences made it possible to identify the critical zones in which rotation errors 
occured. The equipment manufacturer proposed mechanical and/or software solutions likely to improve 
accuracy. The recommended solutions are presented by zone and by cause. 
 
6.2.1.1 In front of the log turner  

Causes 
  
• Unintentional log movements during conveyance on the V-chain were virtually nonexistent. Their 

impact on rotation accuracy was negligible. 
 
• Errors resulting from the transfer of the logs from the V-chain to the log turner were frequent and had 

a major impact on log rotation accuracy. These unintentional movements were due to the distance 
separating the V-chain from the log turner, which is too great. Logs were not held down over this 
distance.  

 
Recommended solutions 
 
• Extend the central guidebar near the V-chain and add lateral props to extend the time during which 

logs are actually supported. 
• Add a pressure roller on the V-chain in order to prevent log tip-up. 
• Modify the PLC sequencing to ensure optimal roller closure and to hold down the logs as early as 

possible in the process. 
• Move the V-chain as close to the log turner as possible. This solution required modifications to the V-

chain and the log turner frame. 
• Add a hydraulic cylinder to allow the first log turner roll to seize the logs. 
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6.2.1.2 In the log turner  

Causes 
  
• It was impossible to identify problems due to the log turner itself. In certain cases, the log turner did 

not rotate enough; in others, it rotated too much. At other times, the shape of the logs seemed to be 
the problem (e.g., curved logs). The fact is that the SD with respect to rotation errors was high and 
that improving equipment accuracy should be a priority.  

 
Recommended solutions 
 
• Check log rotation sequencing. 
• Control log rotation and advance by adding an encoder. 
• Check the condition of the spiked rotation rollers and change them as needed. 
 
6.2.1.3 In the hold-down system  

Cause 
  
• Errors due to poor log transfer from the log turner to the hold-down system are just as problematic as 

those which result from the transfer from the V-chain to the log turner. The type of roller used to 
support logs between these two mechanical components is the main cause of the problem.  

 
Recommended solutions 
 
• Modify the log turner anvil to free the butt of the log during the transfer to the hold-down system. 
• Replace the “double cone” pressure roller by a toothed pressure roller. 
• Check the condition of the profiled chain (edge wear). 
• Check whether the chain is adapted to the diameter of the logs being processed. 
• Replace the lower hold-down system roller by a fixed support system. 
 
Cause 
 
• Errors due to unintentional log movements in the hold-down system are also a problem. The system 

consists of a profiled chain with flytes that transports the logs and of a series of rollers that apply 
pressure on the top of the logs as they move forward. Unintentional movements generally occur when 
one or several of these rollers bear down on the logs.     
 

Recommended solutions 
 
• Check the condition of the profiled chain (sharp edges). 
• Check whether the chain is adapted to the diameter of the logs being processed. 
• Check the sequencing of pressure roller application to ensure that it is appropriate for the   diameter 

of logs being processed. 
• Check the spikes of the pressure rollers and replace them as needed. 
• Check the condition of the hold-down system roller spikes in front of the cutting tools.  
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6.2.2 Solutions 

All the recommended solutions would have improved log turner accuracy; however, some required major 
and costly mechanical equipment modifications. The solutions chosen had to be affordable and achievable 
in the short term without affecting sawmill productivity. Figure 6 presents the solutions that were 
implemented in schematic form. These include: 
 
• intalling a U-shaped guidebar extending from the end of the V-chain in order to provide good support 

for the logs up to the log turner; 
 
• replacing the lower hold-down system roller by a fixed support plate to reduce errors caused by the 

transfer of logs from the log turner to the hold-down system; 
 
• replacing the “double cone” pressure roller by a toothed roller in order to improve the log transfer 

from the log turner to the hold-down system; 
 
• installing flytes (spikes) on the profiled chain to improve log hold-down and stability during 

conveyance to the cutting tools. 
 

 

Toothed 
roller Support  

plate Addition of 
flytes 

U-shaped 
guide 

 
Figure 6  Mechanical modifications to the equipment 
 
6.3 Second log turner assessment 
The results of the second assessment of log turner accuracy are presented in Table 4, along with the 
results of the first test for comparison purposes. The mechanical modifications carried out after the first 
test contributed to a reduction of the SD of errors in front of the log turner from 13 to 8 degrees and errors 
associated with the hold-down system errors from 26 to 14 degrees. The SD for the combined errors 
dropped from 36 to 29 degrees. The log turner error increased slightly, from 17 to 21 degrees, even 
though the log turner was not the object of any specific modification.  
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Table 4  Results of the second log turner assessment 
 

Standard Deviation (degrees) 
Errors by Zone Test  No.1 

(Initial performance) 
Test  No. 2 

(Second assessment) 
In front of the log turner 13 8 
In the log turner 17 21 
In the hold-down system 26 14 
Combined error 36 29 
Mean error 4 6 

 
In order to further enhance log turner accuracy, a second set of changes were carried out, in particular to 
reduce the scale of rotation errors in the log turner itself. These included: 
 
• checking rotation sequencing and the pre-positioning of log turner rollers; 
• checking log turner spiked rollers for wear. 
 
The spiked rollers were changed because they exhibited significant wear. Their sequencing was also 
reprogrammed in order to ensure a degree of rotation and pre-positioning better suited to the size of the 
logs processed by the sawmill. One week prior to the last test, the SLI profiled chain was also changed 
because of wear. Flytes were not installed on the new chain, however, because its condition did not 
warrant such a modification.    
 
6.4 Final log turner assessment 
The results of the final evaluation are presented in Table 5. The results are compared to those of the first 
and second tests. Overall system performance improved with the combined SD dropping from 29 to 24 
degrees. This improvement was chiefly due to improved log hold-down which, in turn, was probably due 
to the installation of the new profiled chain. The SD of errors in the hold-down system dropped by half 
(14 to 7 degrees). The error in front of the log turner did not change, and the error in the log turner did not 
drop significantly. Rotation still exhibited a slight positive bias with a mean error of 7 degrees. 
 
Table 5  Results of the final assessment  
 

Standard Deviation (degrees) 
Errors by Zone Test  No. 1 

(Initial performance) 
Test  No. 2 

(Second assessment) 
Test  No. 3 

(Final assessment) 
In front of the log turner 13 8 8 
In the log turner 17 21 20 
In the restraint system 26 14 7 
Combined error 36 29 24 
Mean error 4 6 7 

 
Figure 7 presents the combined error frequency distribution for the three tests and helps to visualize log 
turner accuracy improvement. During the third test, log rotation attained a level of accuracy of ± 20 
degrees 80% of the time. This compared to 70% in the second test and 40% in the initial test. The 
proportion of logs within the “0” error class increased from 20% in the first test to 45% in the last. 
Moreover, as of the second test, errors did not exceed ± 60 degrees. This differed from the first test in 
which some errors were included in the “100” degrees class. 
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It should also be noted that the three distributions are slightly skewed to the right (positive bias). This 
reflects a general tendency of the log turner to over-rotate. Besides, the mean error was positive (4, 6 and 
7 degrees) in the three tests. 
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Figure 7  Frequency distribution of the combined rotation errors  
 
6.5 Effect of log dimensions 
In an attempt to measure the effect of log dimensions on log turner performance, the various types of 
errors are presented by zone and cant width in Table 6. Although we cannot definitively confirm the 
existence of a direct relationship between cant width and rotation accuracy, certain tendencies can be 
noted. 
 
In the first and second tests, the hold-down error was higher for smaller logs. We concluded that the study 
equipment was better suited to logs yielding 6-inch cants than those yielding smaller cants. However, the 
hold-down error was signicantly reduced in the third test, so much so that the gap was no longer 
significant between 3-inch and 6-inch cants.  
 
The error which occurs in front of the log turner is in no way linked to log size. Visual observations of the 
video sequences revealed that pronounced curvature contributes to log instability during the transfer from 
the V-chain to the log turner. This type of error results more from the shape of a log than its size. 
  
As for the log turner error, the situation seemed to have changed from the first to the last test. In fact, 
during the third test, this type of error was considerably larger for small logs, contrary to the first test. The 
new programming of mechanical components may have had an impact at this level.  
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Overall, when all cant widths were taken into consideration, the log turner error could not be reduced (17, 
21 and 20 degrees). This means that the log turner is the weak link in the infeed and positioning system 
chain. 
 
 Table 6  Results as a function of cant dimensions  
 
  Cant Width 

 Errors by Zone 3 in. 4 in. 6 in. Combined 
widths 

 In front of the log turner 17 6 4 13 
 In the log turner 16 11 26 17 
 In the hold-down system 29 23 12 26  T

es
t 1

 

 Combined error 41 29 21 36 
 In front of the log turner 6 12 3 8 
 In the log turner 21 24 9 21 
 In the hold-down system 16 11 4 14 Te

st
 2

  

 Combined error 28 35 10 29 
 In front of the log turner 5 11 0 8 
 In the log turner 26 12 10 20 
 In the hold-down system 7 6 3 7 Te

st
 3

  

 Combined error 30 17 11 24 
 
 

7 Conclusions 
Log rotation is a critical step in the log processing operation. It is at that point that processing 
optimization begins. The selection of the breakdown pattern is based on log positioning. If a log is not 
correctly positioned, the breakdown pattern used will not yield optimal results. It has been demonstrated 
many times that poor log rotation results in yield and value losses. This study focused on the means to 
improve the performance of conventional log turners currently used in softwood lumber mills. 
 
Three tests with two sets of improvements between the first and second tests were carried out using the 
study equipment (SLI and quad roller log turner). The SD of rotation errors was reduced from an initial 
value of 36 degrees to 24 degrees. This level of performance was achieved in the wake of several analyses 
and system enhancements. Several minor mechanical modifications were made to the system and certain 
components were changed due to excessive wear. Log infeed and hold-down are critical and can 
significantly affect performance. 
 
Improvements obtained were quantified at 2% or $2/m³. We know, however, that the potential for 
economic improvement remains as great as ever. Reducing the SD to 10 degrees or so would result in an 
additional improvement of 2%. Other iterations would probably result in further improvements of log 
turner accuracy. In fact, analyses of the performance of similar log turners have revealed SDs of 
approximately 15 degrees. It is difficult, however, to maintain this type of equipment in perfect condition 
given the high machine centre processing speeds. It was shown that mechanical components – chain and  
spiked rollers – must be kept in perfect condition in order to obtain an acceptable level of accuracy. 
Maintenance personnel must therefore check the equipment on a regular basis in order to determine the 
condition of the main mechanical components. The installation of continuous log rotation monitoring and 
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control systems would allow sawmills to obtain real-time optimal log turner performance and rapidly 
correct any mechanical problems that may arise. 
 
Thought should be given to improving log turner technology in order to derive the maximum benefit from 
this type of equipment. Ideally, new log turning principles should be developed in the future to enhance 
small-log processing at high speeds. The use of self-correcting closed loop systems would also enhance 
the performance of roller-based log turners. 
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